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AMAZON 2013: INTRODUCTION

Amazon is the world’s leading online retailer and as such •	
the best in class and the only benchmark. Seattle’s finest 
is transforming the retail industry and the effects are felt by 
players in every category, in every channel and in every 
market.

The various business models and KPIs Amazon operates •	
with will undergo a radical change soon, when sales 
growth, profit growth and market shares will reach a 
definitive tipping point. 

While some business units will see maturing growth rates, lulling •	
some competitors into a false sense of security, other parts of 
the business will see an outright explosion of growth, which will 
have an even bigger impact on the retail universe than Amazon 
has had up to now. Clearly, for some the worst is yet to 
come.

Crucially and dangerously these parts of the business remain •	
hidden from view through Amazon’s reporting policies and only 
emerge once one has carried out a deep dive into the business 
model.

The move to next day deliveries, innovations around prime, •	
the roll out of more fulfillment centres and lockers across the 
globe, linking up the international marketplaces and pushing of 
FBA, offering credit lines and opening up advertising to 3P (and 
the scalable AWS infrastructure in the background tying it all 
together) show where Amazon’s journey is headed.



KPIs

How big are Amazon’s net sales per country? What sales levels •	
does Amazon generate in Japan each year, how much in France? 
How much bigger are Amazon’s sales in Germany compared to 
the UK’s?

How many active customer accounts does Amazon have per •	
country website? What are the growth rates? How many of 
Amazon’s active buyers, those who bought something in the last 
12 months, are prime subscribers?

How many prime subscriptions are there per country website? •	
How many more prime subscribers are there in the USA compared 
to France? How fast is the rate of subscriptions growing?

What are the 7 key benefits prime brings to Amazon? And what •	
is the future of the loyalty scheme? 

How much bigger is the contribution to sales from Prime •	
subscribers on average compared to non-Prime subscribers? How 
many of Amazon’s sales come from recommendations, product 
reviews, vine?

What is Amazon’s key KPI? Which KPI is central to the entire •	
business model?

Profit impact

Where is Amazon’s profit coming from? Which business units are •	
most profitable? 

What is the profit impact of changed business and growth •	
dynamics going to be at Amazon in future? And what are these 
radical shifts?

How will the growth of marketplace change the entire business •	
model?

How big is the Marketplace in net sales? Is it bigger than Amazon’s •	
proprietary trading? Why is marketplace the perfect cash cow?

What impact will the move to same day delivery have? What •	
synergies will Amazon be able to raise by linking up fulfillment 
centres much better around OSA, inventory turn and efficiency?

What impact will the strategy of enabling much improved 3P •	
access to international shoppers have?

Will shipping, currently a cost driver become a profit driver in •	
future? 

KEY QUESTIONS ANSWERED



KEY QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Future

What are the next big areas for Amazon to tackle in creating an •	
all encompassing ecosystem?

Which will be the killer category for Amazon going forward? •	
Who stands to feel the heat the most?

What will be the biggest growth driver for the marketplace •	
platform?

Others

How much $ uplift do Amazon recommendations generate? •	
How does Amazon advertising work?

What is the strategy for AWS, which initiatives are next?•	

How many $bn does Amazon take in 3P fees per year?•	

What is the future for Amazon’s kindle ecosystem? What areas •	
will the company target next?



FIND OUT HOW

Find out how

Apart from heavy investment in lockers, back end logistics, •	
fulfillment centres as well as cloud computing (and building 
up immense competitive barriers in the process), growth 
opportunities for Amazon abound with significant 
potential:

in the widening of the online footprint and at a later stage follow •	
through with dedicated country websites, both in mature as well 
as emerging markets

in filling white spaces in terms of brands and range proposition •	
by leveraging marketplace

in own brand development•	

in ecosystem nurturing from cloud player to Kindle•	

in realising benefits of scale and driving down prices even further, •	
setting in motion a cycle of attracting more shoppers and sellers 
offering even greater potential to exploit future synergies

in cloud computing and other new services such as advertising •	
and logistics



FEATURES AND BENEFITS

FEATURES

Detailed statistics about net sales, active customer accounts and •	
prime subscriptions per country and an in depth analysis of the third 
party seller marketplace.

Total sales, service fees and growth rates for Amazon’s marketplace•	

Evaluation of business principles around international expansion, •	
logistics roll out, inventory turn and tighter integration of key strategic 
principles into every business unit.

Deep dive into prime and the kindle ecosystem•	

Key threats to Amazon, Amazon white spaces and weaknesses•	

BENEFITS

Understand the threat and opportunity that is Amazon from a strategy •	
standpoint and a numbers perspective, find out how big Amazon will 
become over the next decade

Learn when it is better to compete and when to cooperate with •	
Amazon

Leverage key insights for your own growth strategy by copying •	
successful innovations and the Amazon way of doing things

Understand how to copy winning strategies such as ecosystem •	
development, loyalty driver creation, the use of algorithms, advertising 
and prime

Benchmark your performance against the best in class•	

Prepare for the retail future, where Amazon will sit at the heart of a •	
massive ecosystem, creating a multitude of new winners and losers 

Find out how to be future proof your business•	

Methodology

The report is brought to you by Europe’s premier experts on Amazon, featuring anonymised 
quotes of current and former Amazonians. Our sources for the study include unprecedented 
access to the company, a proprietary Amazon customer panel, expert opinion and consumer 
surveys.
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